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Abstract

In text-to-image personalization, a timely and crucial
challenge is the tendency of generated images overfitting
to the biases present in the reference images. We initiate
our study with a comprehensive categorization of the biases
into background, nearby-object, tied-object, substance (in
style re-contextualization), and pose biases. These biases
manifest in the generated images due to their entanglement
into the subject embedding. This undesired embedding en-
tanglement not only results in the reflection of biases from
the reference images into the generated images but also no-
tably diminishes the alignment of the generated images with
the given generation prompt. To address this challenge, we
propose SID (Selectively Informative Description), a text
description strategy that deviates from the prevalent ap-
proach of only characterizing the subject’s class identifi-
cation. SID is generated utilizing multimodal GPT-4 and
can be seamlessly integrated into optimization-based mod-
els. We present comprehensive experimental results along
with analyses of cross-attention maps, subject-alignment,
non-subject-disentanglement, and text-alignment.

1. Introduction

Text-to-image diffusion models [5, 7, 11, 25, 30, 35, 40,
42, 43, 46] have demonstrated remarkable generation ca-
pabilities that align with textual descriptions across various
applications. One such application is text-to-image person-
alization [12, 24, 45], where models are tailored to gener-
ate novel renditions of subjects described in a few reference
images. Recent works, such as DreamBooth [45] or Custom
Diffusion [24], stand out for their exceptional personalized
generation results. They achieve this by fine-tuning a pre-
trained text-to-image diffusion model with a small number
of reference images using a text description in the format of
“a [v] [class name]” or “photo of a [v] [class name].” In this
context, [v] represents the subject’s unique identifier, which
uses a rare token with minimal semantic significance, while

the class descriptor [class name] represents a coarse cate-
gory for the subject.

Recent developments in text-to-image personalization
can be categorized into optimization-based approaches [12,
15, 24, 45, 57] and encoder-based approaches [21, 26, 50,
62]. For both types of approaches, a problem typically ad-
dressed as ‘overfitting’ has emerged [2, 15, 21, 26, 45, 57].
It is a phenomenon where objects, other than the subject of
interest, in the reference images affect the generated image
in an undesired way. For the sake of clarity, we refer to such
an entity as ‘non-subject’ or ‘undesired object’. The cause
of this phenomenon is closely related to the embedding of
the identifier token [v] for optimization-based approaches
and the embedding of the subject for encoder-based models,
where the information related to any non-subject seeps into
the embeddings. Rather than referring to it as overfitting, we
formally address this phenomenon as undesired embedding
entanglement.

The phenomenon of undesired embedding entanglement
has been noticed, but it has been only superficially under-
stood so far. A potential explanation for the limited un-
derstanding is the rarity of this phenomenon in straightfor-
ward scenarios. Instances where reference images encom-
pass diverse subject views and minimal undesired objects
are much less prone to this phenomenon. However, such an
ideal scenario is highly unlikely in real-world applications.
Therefore, it is crucial to comprehensively understand the
biases and develop counter methods to address them effec-
tively. In an effort to gain a more thorough understanding
of the prevalent biases contributing to these entanglements,
we conducted exhaustive paper reviews followed by exten-
sive experiments utilizing state-of-the-art models. The re-
sulting identification of the five most commonly encoun-
tered biases is presented in Fig. 1. While we have chosen
DreamBooth [45] for generating the examples in Fig. 1, ad-
ditional examples for Custom Diffusion [24], SVDiff [15],
ELITE [62] and BLIP-Diffusion [26] will be provided later.

In prior studies, several models [2, 21, 26, 50, 62] have
employed segmentation masks. However, depending exclu-
sively on segmentation masks comes with limitations, as we
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Figure 1. Five key biases – background, nearby-object, tied-object, substance (in style re-contextualization), and pose biases. The
first four rows depict scenarios with multiple reference images, while the last row illustrates a single reference image scenario. The pose
bias is particularly prone to manifest in scenarios involving a single reference image, although it can also occur when multiple reference
images depict the subject in poses that are similar. In the generation prompt, the subject of interest is highlighted in red. The integration of
our method into DreamBooth [45] effectively resolves embedding entanglements associated with the five key biases (rightmost column).

will demonstrate with additional examples in subsequent
sections. Notably, these limitations become apparent in the
cases of substance, tied-object, and pose biases. To tackle
all of the key biases, we introduce SID (Selectively Infor-
mative Description) that requires only modifications in the
train text descriptions of the reference images. The idea is
very simple. Starting with an optimization-based model, we
diverge from the prevalent approach of only characterizing
the subject’s class identification as observed in the exist-
ing works. Our approach involves integrating informative
specifications of the “undesired objects” into the train de-
scriptions. This modification significantly diminishes the
probability of undesired entanglement between the subject
embedding [v] and the non-subject information in the ref-
erence images. As the text-to-image diffusion models are
trained for alignments, adding text descriptions that match
non-subjects can greatly help the non-subject parts in the
reference images to align with the corresponding text de-
scriptions. This prevents the undesired objects from acci-

dentally becoming aligned with [v]. In contrast, such an ac-
cidental alignment can quite easily occur in the absence of
the matching text descriptions. Our method is selective be-
cause we deliberately avoid incorporating informative spec-
ifications of the “subject” itself into the train descriptions.
Such incorporation could negatively affect the preservation
of the subject’s identity, as will be elucidated in Sec. 3.1.
SID can be readily integrated with any optimization-based
model, such as DreamBooth [45], Custom Diffusion [24],
or SVDiff [15]. For the automated generation of SID, we
utilize the multimodal GPT-4 [37] by guiding it with an ap-
propriate instruction. Surprisingly, the proposed SID inte-
gration significantly reduces embedding entanglement, es-
pecially in critically biased scenarios.

2. Related Work
Text-to-image diffusion models. Diffusion models [19,
54, 55] have demonstrated remarkable generative capa-
bilities across a wide range of modalities, including im-
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ages [10, 35, 46], audios [8, 22, 28], videos [18, 32, 66],
and 3D shapes [23, 68, 69]. Within this diverse spectrum,
prominent text-to-image diffusion models, such as Stable
Diffusion [43], Imagen [46], and DALL-E 2 [42], have ex-
hibited exceptional proficiency in the synthesis of high-
quality images closely aligned with textual descriptions.
Subsequently, significant efforts [5, 7, 11, 25, 30, 40] have
been dedicated to enhancing the text-to-image alignment in
the field of text-to-image generation. Our study, based on
the Stable Diffusion model [43], improves the alignment
between textual descriptions and images in personalized
image synthesis, focusing on accurately preserving subject
identity without any entanglement with undesired objects.

Vision-language models. The vision-language model
(VLM) handles tasks like text-to-image retrieval [61], vi-
sual question answering [1], and image captioning [65].
VLMs can also play a crucial role as a building block,
as seen with CLIP [41] in tasks such as text-to-image
generation [35, 42, 43], image segmentation [31], image
retrieval [4], and more [34, 38, 51, 52]. In our work,
we need an image captioning VLM capable of closely
following detailed instructions. While models like BLIP-
2 [27] and OpenFlamingo [3] offer image captioning with
text conditioning, they often struggle to adhere closely
to detailed instructions. In contrast, large models such as
LLaVA [29] and multi-modal GPT-4 [37] have demon-
strated their ability to generate precise captions closely
aligned with detailed instructions. Among these options,
multi-modal GPT-4 exhibits the most powerful capability
in generating instruction-following captions.

Personalized image synthesis. Personalizing text-to-
image diffusion models [2, 9, 12, 13, 21, 24, 26, 45, 50,
57, 62] has become a central focus in text-to-image gen-
eration. These models generate high-quality, diverse rendi-
tions of a subject using either a few reference images (usu-
ally 3 to 7) or just a single reference image. These models
can be broadly categorized into two groups: optimization-
based and encoder-based models. Optimization-based mod-
els [2, 12, 15, 24, 45, 57], like DreamBooth [45], in-
volve per-subject optimization, where they fine-tune iden-
tifier tokens or segments of diffusion models to encode a
subject’s identity. On the other hand, encoder-based mod-
els [13, 21, 26, 50, 62] pre-train separate identity encoders
and utilize them to encode a subject’s identity without the
need for per-subject optimization.

3. Method
Our proposed method can be readily integrated with any
optimization-based models that utilize description of the
reference images. The overall process, presented in Fig. 2,
entails the generation of SID (Selectively Informative De-
scription) for each reference image using an instruction-
following vision-language model (VLM). These SIDs are

Figure 2. Personalization with SID. We propose integrating
SID (Selectively Informative Description) into the per-subject op-
timization, where an instruction-following VLM (Vison-Language
Model) is utilized to generate a selectively informative description
for each reference image.

integrated into the reconstruction learning process as part
of the per-subject optimization. Depending on the under-
lying optimization-based model, additional loss functions
may be incorporated together with the main reconstruction
loss. The additional loss functions, such as the class prior
preservation loss [45] introduced in DreamBooth, are ap-
plied in the same manner as in their respective baseline
models without any modification. The effect of SID is ad-
dressed in Sec. 3.1. The choice of VLM and its accompany-
ing instruction are addressed in Sec. 3.2.

3.1. SID for reducing embedding entanglement
The existing text-to-image personalization approaches [12,
15, 24, 45], especially optimization-based methods like
DreamBooth [45], often rely on simplistic textual descrip-
tions that closely follow the format of “a [v] [class name]”,
where [v] denotes the unique identifier for the subject, in or-
der to extract the subject’s identity. In our method, our goal
is to come up with train descriptions that have an appro-
priate level of information such that we can effectively iso-
late the subject of interest even when the reference images
are biased. According to the findings in DreamBooth [45],
specifying the subject’s correct class in the train description
is instrumental in accurately preserving the subject’s iden-
tity. With the correct class information, the model’s prior
knowledge of the subject’s class can significantly enhance
the editing capabilities of the model. Based on the findings,
we consider the case where the train description only con-
tains the subject’s class identification as the baseline and
subsequently explore additionally informative cases that are
listed in Tab. 1. In Tab. 1, the term undesired object gener-
ally encompasses any object within reference images, ex-
cluding the subject of interest. For the examples in Fig. 1,
the undesired objects can be readily recognized for back-
ground, nearby-object, and tied-object biases. For the sub-
stance bias, that is applicable only when performing a style
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Figure 3. Two examples for comparing the four cases of descriptions. For each case, the choice of train description follows the guidelines
in Tab. 1. The common generation prompt for each example is shown below the generated images. Additional examples can be found in
Appendix E.1.

Descriptions Subject Undesired objects

Class
Identification

Informative
Specifications

Class
Identification

Informative
Specifications

Case 1 (Baseline) O X X X
Case 2 O X O X
Case 3 (Ours) O X O O
Case 4 O O O O

Table 1. Four cases of train descriptions. The four cases are cate-
gorized based on whether they provide class identification only or
additional informative specifications of the subject and undesired
objects. We define SID as the description of Case 3 (Ours).

re-contextualization, all the objects in the reference images
are considered to be undesirable because the intention is to
transfer the style only. For pose bias, it is inherent to the
subject itself.

For the four cases in Tab. 1, two examples are investi-
gated in Fig. 3 where two sets of the resulting images are
shown. For the simplicity of this investigation, reference im-
ages were chosen to share the same set of undesired objects
and thus allowing us to use a single train description for all
reference images. Case 1 (Baseline) uses the format “a [v]
[class name]”, where only the subject’s class identification
is included in the train description. In this case, the model
often struggles with the bias in the reference images (e.g.,
the subject can co-appear with undesired objects). This is
because of the embedding entanglement in [v] as will be

analyze further in Sec. 5. To reduce the undesired embed-
ding entanglement, we introduce Case 2 where the train de-
scription contains the class identifications of the undesired
objects. Case 3 is similar to Case 2, but the train description
additionally contain informative specifications of the unde-
sired objects. As shown in Fig. 3, both Case 2 and Case 3
can provide a significant improvement over Case 1. Case
3, however, often outperforms Case 2 in terms of entangle-
ment reduction as is the case for the two examples in Fig. 3.

For the subject itself, it is also possible to include in-
formative specifications of the subject. Case 4 corresponds
to this possibility. With the inclusion, however, the subject
details described in the informative specifications are disen-
tangled from the [v]. This occurs because of the alignment
between the subject’s informative specifications in the text
and the subject details in the images. Because preserving
the subject details in the [v] is crucial in personalized image
synthesis, we have opted for Case 3 as our definition of SID.

3.2. VLM for generating SID
Generating SID for each reference image can be demand-
ing and time-consuming for humans. Therefore, we have
chosen to utilize image captioning VLM for an automatic
generation of SID. To identify a suitable VLM capable of
effectively generating SIDs, we evaluated three well-known
image captioning VLMs: BLIP-2 [27], LLaVA [29], and
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Figure 4. Comparison of three instruction-following VLMs for
generating SID. For the reference image of a cat and the instruc-
tions shown in the top, the three VLMs generate image captions
shown in the right side of the image. Subsequently, the unique
identifier [v] is inserted and the resulting captions are used for con-
ditioning the diffusion model as the train descriptions. For paint-
ing/cartoon style re-contextualization, we used a slightly different
instruction, as detailed in Appendix C.1. Additional fifteen exam-
ples for VLM-generated SIDs are available in Appendix E.2.

multi-modal GPT-4 [37]. In Fig. 4, we illustrate a caption
generation example in which the subject is explicitly de-
fined as a cat within the image. For BLIP-2, it struggles to
comprehend detailed instructions and it can often produce
sequences of meaningless characters. Therefore, we exclu-
sively conditioned BLIP-2 for the subject of interest while
providing the detailed instructions to both LLaVA and GPT-
4 for generating SID.

Captions generated by BLIP-2 significantly fall short of
the desired SID, lacking informative specifications, i.e., de-
tailed features, of any undesired objects (objects other than
the cat in Fig. 4 example) in the images. Although LLaVA
generates descriptions better aligned with the instructions,
it still falls substantially short, tending to describe the sub-
ject excessively or fail to provide sufficient details about
undesired objects. Compared to the other two, multi-modal
GPT-4 stands out for its ability to follow instructions, de-
livering descriptions that closely align with the concept of
SID. The quantitative comparisons between these VLMs are
shown in Appendix E.2, where multi-modal GPT-4 shows
the best subject and text alignment. Therefore, we have cho-
sen multi-modal GPT-4 as the VLM for SID generation.

4. Experiments
We have performed comprehensive experiments to verify
the enhancement resulting from SID. For the experiment
datasets, images from previous works [12, 24, 45] and three
websites [39, 59, 63] were examined. As the main ex-
periment, we have integrated SID with four optimization-
based models – DreamBooth [45], Custom Diffusion [24],
SVDiff [15], and Textual Inversion (TI) [12]. The supe-
rior effectiveness of SID is readily apparent across a broad
spectrum of examples as shown in Fig. 5. In the presence
of a single reference image only, we have also compared

SID-integrated DreamBooth (Ours) with two encoder-based
models, ELITE [62] and BLIP-Diffusion [26], along with
DreamBooth in Fig. 6. Implementation details for each
model are provided in Appendix C.2.

5. Analysis of cross-attention map
The cross-attention map of each text token is known to high-
light the pixels the text token describes [17, 56]. We visu-
alized averaged cross-attention maps for the identifier [v],
which is trained to encode the subject’s identity. The cross-
attention maps are averaged over all the timestamps, layers,
and heads to show the single image that can be overlayed
on the generated image, following the previous conven-
tion [56]. In Fig. 7, we compared cross-attention maps for
DreamBooth and SID-integrated DreamBooth across four
distinct biases: background, nearby-object, tied-object, and
substance biases. While DreamBooth’s identifier tends to
erroneously focus on undesired objects across all biased
scenarios, our method consistently displays highly accurate
attention focused on the subject. To extend this analysis,
we conducted a comparison between the four cases of train
descriptions (detailed in Fig. 3, top row) in Fig. E.2. These
analyses confirm that integrating SID does reduce undesired
embedding entanglements.

6. Analysis of three key measures
Image-alignment and text-alignment have become popular
measures in recent personalized image synthesis [2, 9, 12,
13, 21, 24, 26, 45, 50, 57, 62]. However, we have found
that the widely used image-alignment score tends to be
significantly influenced by background entanglement, mak-
ing it an inappropriate measure for analyzing undesired
embedding entanglements. Therefore, we first define two
customized measures, subject-alignment and non-subject-
disentanglement, by adapting image-alignment specifically
for text-to-image personalization. Further details can be
found in Appendix A, where we demonstrate the crucial im-
portance of these two measures in assessing subject preser-
vation and reduction in undesired embedding entanglement.
Using the two measures, along with text-alignment, we con-
duct a quantitative analysis of SID.

Customizing image-alignment measure. Consider a set
of reference images R = {r1, r2, · · · , rN} and a set of gen-
erated images G = {g1, g2, · · · , gM}. Each image in G
is generated using R as the reference images with a com-
mon generation prompt p. Define fi : Ximage → RD and
ft : Xtext → RD as the CLIP image and text encoders [41]
followed by a unit-norm normalization, respectively. Also,
define a subject segmentation function s : Ximage →
{0, 1}H×W , implemented as Grounded-SAM [14] condi-
tioned on the subject’s class name. A mask over the image
resolution space is output by s where 1 indicates the sub-
ject’s pixel and 0 indicates the non-subject’s pixel.
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Figure 5. Enhancement by SID. For four optimization-based models (DreamBooth [45], Custom Diffusion [24], SVDiff [15], and Textual
Inversion [12]), the baseline results are shown together with SID-integrated results. SID-integration effectively resolves entanglement issues
in scenarios with high biases, represented by indoor background (1st row), nearby potted plant (2nd row), filled-in blueberries (3rd row),
and sunflower substances (last row). Additional examples can be found in Appendix E.4.

Figure 6. Enhancement by SID for a single reference image.
Two encoder-based models, ELITE [62] and BLIP-Diffusion [26],
are compared with DreamBooth [45] and our SID-integrated
DreamBooth. Notably, in the second row, our approach effectively
addresses pose bias. Additional examples can be found in Ap-
pendix E.5.

The subject-alignment SA is defined as the average pair-
wise cosine similarity between generated images and sub-
ject segments of reference images in the CLIP-embedding
space. The non-subject-disentanglement NSD is defined as
the 1 minus the non-subject segment similarity in CLIP-
embedding space. They can be formally expressed as:

SA = Avg(fi(rn ⊙ s(rn))
⊺ · fi(gm)), (1)

NSD = 1−Avg(fi(rn ⊙ (1− s(rn)))
⊺ · fi(gm)), (2)

where Avg(·) denotes the average operation over all pos-
sible pair selections between n = 1, . . . , N and m =
1, . . . ,M . Additionally, we evaluate text-alignment T A
shown below.

T A = Avg(ft(p)
T · fi(gm)). (3)

The identifier [v] is removed from the generation prompt p
when evaluating T A.
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Figure 7. Cross-attention map. Averaged cross-attention maps
for the identifier [v] are shown. They are overlayed on the gen-
erated images. The undesirably entangled embeddings of Dream-
Booth [45] can be confirmed from the erroneous focusing on the
undesirable objects. On the contrary, SID-integrated DreamBooth
accurately highlights the subjects of interest: dog, perfume, girl,
and painting style. Image credit: David Revoy (3rd row)

Analysis of SID. The three measures have straightfor-
ward interpretations. A higher subject-alignment indicates
superior preservation of the subject’s identity. Elevated non-
subject-disentanglement values signify a reduction in unde-
sired embedding entanglements. Increased text-alignment
suggests that the generated images align more closely with
the generation prompt. Using the three measures, we have
evaluated the three optimization-based models and their
SID-integrated counterparts as shown in Fig. 8. For the sin-
gle reference images, we evaluated ELITE [62] and BLIP-
Diffusion [26] together with the three optimization-based
models and the results are shown in Fig. 9. From the fig-
ures, it can be observed that all of the best performing, or
Pareto optimal, models are the SID-integrated models. The
average improvements of the three key metrics exhibit pos-
itive values with a substantial margin in all cases, except for
subject alignment in Fig. 9. A potential explanation for this
observation is the occurrence of subject overfitting in the
existing models, particularly evident in cases such as pose
bias. The implementation of SID mitigates subject overfit-
ting, even when only a single reference image is provided.
For the evaluation, we have utilized commonly used person-
alization datasets [12, 24, 45] to generate 7500 images. The
details are articulated in Appendix C.4.

Human evaluation. We further assess the effectiveness
of SID over its baseline by conducting human evaluation.
Human evaluation was performed involving 130 partici-

Figure 8. Pair-wise metric visualization for multiple reference
images. The best performing ones are the SID-integrated models
and they form the Pareto boundary.

Figure 9. Pair-wise metric visualization for single refer-
ence image. The best performing ones are the SID-integrated
optimization-based models and they form the Pareto boundary.
They also outperform the two encoder-based models.

pants, 10 subjects per participant, and 4 questions per sub-
ject (a total of 5,200 responses). Tab. B.2 shows that the
survey results for subject-alignment, non-subject disentan-
glement, and text-alignment are consistent with the metric
analysis in Fig. 8, supporting our metric analysis. The re-
sults and additional details are provided in Appendix B

7. Discussion

7.1. Negative prompt and segmentation

Negative prompt for classifier-free guidance [20] and seg-
mentation can be considered as the alternatives of SID.
Negative prompt is typically used to prevent the genera-
tion of unwanted features [49, 58, 64]. Segmentation mask
has been used in several previous works for the purpose
of isolating subject [2, 21, 26, 50, 62]. Instead of adopt-
ing SID, negative prompt can be used during inference or
the subject’s segmentation mask can be applied before per-
subject optimization. In Fig. 10, SID-integration is com-
pared to these two approaches. Negative prompts exhibit
unsatisfactory disentanglement, suggesting that severely en-
tangled representations cannot be easily unraveled during
inference. Segmentation masks also exhibit its own limita-
tions, and face challenges in dynamically editing the pose
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Figure 10. Comparison with negative prompt and segmentation. DreamBooth [45] is used as the base model. Compared to the two
alternatives, SID-integration demonstrates superior non-subject-disentanglement and text-alignment. Negative prompts used: “sitting on
the fluffy blanket and green couch’’ in the upper row example, “next to a black Prada purse with silver hardware on a bed of white sheets”
in the lower row example. Additional examples can be found in Appendix E.6

Figure 11. Subject editing. Two examples are shown for editing
subject’s color. DreamBooth [45] erroneously changes the color of
non-subject elements (sofa in the upper row example, background
in the lower row example), while SID-integrated DreamBooth ac-
curately edits the subject (dog).

of the subject or faithfully following the generation prompt.
SID shows higher non-subject-disentanglement and text-
alignment than the two alternatives.

7.2. Enhancing subject editing
The identifier [v], specifically trained to encode the sub-
ject’s identity, enables us to modify the properties of the
subject through a textual guidance. Undesired embedding
entanglements, however, can lead to misaligned modifica-
tions. In Fig. 11, an example of subject’s color editing is
shown. DreamBooth [45], influenced by embedding entan-
glements, fails to edit the subject and instead modifies the
color of an undesired object or background. In contrast,
SID-integrated DreamBooth precisely modifies the subject
itself, following the provided color guidance.

7.3. Limitations of SID
A limitation of our approach is associated with the imper-
fections of VLM. While the multi-modal GPT-4 [37] gen-

erally generates descriptions that closely align with the pro-
vided instructions, occasional failures do occur. Although
these instances are rare and may not be easily generalized,
we have listed some of these failure cases in Appendix D.1.
Another limitation is the undesired entanglement of the sub-
ject’s strong facial expressions. We discovered that this fail-
ure arises when the VLM-generated SID lacks informative
specifications of facial expressions. This issue can be ad-
dressed by including undesired information in the SID, a so-
lution detailed further in Appendix D.2. Finally, SID is ex-
clusively integrated with optimization-based models in this
study. Yet, there is potential for its integration into encoder-
based models, particularly during encoder pre-training.

8. Conclusion
In this study, we have introduced a robust strategy to mit-
igate undesired embedding entanglement in text-to-image
personalization. Beginning with the identification of five
key biases, we have proposed SID (Selectively Informative
Description) as an effective solution to address these biases.
Our cross-attention analysis demonstrates the successful re-
moval of entanglements, while alignment analysis indicates
notable enhancements in non-subject-disentanglement and
text-alignment. The proposed SID strategy holds potential
applicability to other multi-modal applications where man-
aging embedding entanglements is crucial.
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